MEMORANDUM
TO:

Executive Board of Directors

FROM: Josh Tyler
DATE: June 12, 2019
RE:

MRF Commodity Market Update

Recycled scrap commodity markets have been volatile over the last eighteen months due to
international trade restrictions and policy changes. The restrictions and changes have led to recycled
content producers seeking alternate outlets for the material, shifting material to smaller processors
and causing a global saturation of recycled scrap markets. Initially fiber markets, specifically mixed
paper, saw a significant decrease in commodity pricing. Commodity pricing for Old Corrugated
Cardboard (OCC), Used Beverage Containers (UBC) and plastic containers has declined during the first
and second quarter of calendar year 2019 (CY19). The decreased market value for recycled
commodities has driven the Average Commodity Revenue (ACR) for the sale of CSWD MRF
commodities down to an all-time low of $30.00 per ton as of June 12, 2019.

April 22, 2019, CSWD posted a tip fee increase for July 1, 2019 from $55.00 per ton to $65.00 per ton.
Currently tip fees within CSWD’s regional market are between $95.00 per ton and $100.00 per ton.
CSWD staff is evaluating a third quarter CY19 tip fee increase in anticipation of future commodity
market volatility and to ensure all operational and capital obligations are met.

The good news: Domestic fiber markets are significantly expanding processing capacity to receive
recovered commodities. Over the next six to eighteen months market saturation regarding fiber
pricing and fiber market stability will ease due to increased processing capacity. The CSWD MRF
market commodity profile is approximately eighty percent fiber; forty percent OCC and forty percent
mixed paper. Staff is optimistic with respect to the future stability of recycling markets and as the bulk
of commodities marketed out of the CSWD MRF are fiber. The current investment in fiber processing
capacity indicates that the ACR will rebound. Moving forward a focus on recycling education and
processing infrastructure investment will be key in recycled material quality. Recovering and
marketing recycled commodities at the highest quality will secure the highest commodity pricing and
ensure the success of future recycling management.
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